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GIS Sector Consumer Discretionary
Sub-Industry Specialized Consumer Services

Summary Based in Hong Kong, Takung Art Company Ltd.
provides a secure and easy way for art collectors and
investors to acquire shared ownership in Asian fine art

Key Stock Statistics (Source: Reuters, Yahoo Finance, company reports)
52-Wk Range
$1.85- $9.50
Shares Outstanding (M) 11.10
P/E Ratio
12.23x

PTM Oper. EPS 2017E
0.62
Public Float
1.3M
CIK
0001491487

Price Performance

Past performance is not an indication of future performance and should
not be relied upon as such.

Highlights
Takung Art Company Ltd. provides a secure and easy way for
art collectors and investors to acquire shared ownership in
Asian fine art - including paintings, calligraphies, jewelry and
precious gems - and participate in the booming Asian art
market without fear of price manipulation and forgery.
The ability to trade these valuable assets on Takung's
proprietary online trading platform has attracted a
significant number of fine art investors - including many
ordinary people without substantial financial resources. This
novel platform significantly expands the number of
interactions between sellers and buyers of fine art far
beyond those generated by art galleries and auction houses
alone.
For providing this unique service, Takung Art Company earns
multiple streams of revenue, including listing fees, trading
commissions, management fees and authorized agent fees.
Takung's business model is to continually add to its fine art
listings by offering collectors units in carefully selected
items. First, an artwork - either an individual piece or
portfolio of several pieces - is presented to Takung by an
authorized agent, who helps get the artwork professionally

Market Capitalization (M) $74.3M Debt-to-Cap.
62%
State of Incorporation
DE
Address: 03-04 20/F Hutchison House 10 Harcourt Road
Hong Kong
Phone: +852 3158-0977 website: www.takungart.com
appraised. After making its own assessment, if Takung
believes it is clearly marketable and will likely appreciate
near-term, the company will - after receiving all offering
documents - list the artwork on its site and divide it into
equal ownership units based on its appraised value. For this
listing the artwork's owner or the offering agent pay Takung
a one-time offering fee of 22.5 to 48 percent of the
artwork's offering price and a refundable listing deposit of
roughly 20 percent of the offering price. In addition, Takung
charges trading commissions of about 0.2 percent for the
online purchase and sale of artwork units, as well as
management fees covering the insurance, storage, and
transportation for artwork. Takung may also receive
substantial annual fees from those agents authorized to list
products on the company's platform.
Traders utilize our platform through a client app available
for download from the company's commercial website.
Currently, most of our traders are located in mainland China.
To expand our number of traders, Takung has employed
various online promotion strategies and also entered into an
agreement with an arts marketing agency that has a broad
network of both amateur and professional art traders and
dealers. In July 2016, the company initiated its first major
expansion of operations outside of China when it introduced
the trading platform to residents of Russia, Mongolia,
Australia and New Zealand.
As of July 31, 2016, Takung had 135 art listings trading on
our platform, with an aggregate initial listing value of
US$33.65 million. Most of the listed pieces and portfolios
have traded actively and shown significant appreciation
since their introduction on the site. The purchase and sale of
ownership units of Takung’s listed artwork generated a total
transaction value of US$2.09 billion during the first six
months of calendar/fiscal 2016 versus US$510.95 million
transacted in the like year-ago period.
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Revenue/Earnings Data (Million $)

2016
2015
2014
2013
2012

1Q
3.78
1.27
1.045

2Q
4.68
.936
.468

3Q
2.70
.921

Industry Report

Update

4Q

Year

Risk Assessment

11.33
4.719
0.358

Fiscal year ended Dec. 31. Next earnings report expected: 11/13/16.
Revenue increase over the course of five years is directly related to the
development of the company’s online art auction business. The company
went public in 2014 and was incorporated in 2012.

Sub-Industry Outlook
Our fundamental outlook for the specialized consumer
services sub-industry is positive. This sub-industry contains a
variety of companies in different lines of business.
The state of the economy is prime source of our subindustry outlook. S&P Global Economics forecasts a slowgrowing U.S. economy, with real GDP growth estimated at
2.3% in 2016, compared to 2015's 2.4%. A major factor for
growth is an improving labor market. The current
unemployment rate estimate for 2016 stands at 5.0%+/-, but
the trend appears to be moving in the right direction.
Consumer confidence also pays a key role for this sub sector
as spending levels remain positive worldwide. But with
consumer spending somewhat slow, we believe the sub
sector will continue to show growth albeit slower than the
global economy has grown in the past. We believe personal
spending will advance roughly in line with GDP growth in
2016. Luxury spending on such items as gold and jewelry
have been somewhat slow, appreciation of fine art remains
consistent.
Due to the diverse nature of this sub-industry, we think each
company and its respective peer group should be evaluated
on its own merits.
By comparison, year to date through June 10, the S&P
Specialized Consumer Services Index was down 11.4% vs. a
3.0% increase in the S&P 1500 Index. In 2015, the subindustry index declined 3.6%, versus a 1% loss for the S&P
1500.

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Our risk assessment reflects the cyclical and seasonal nature
and the price volatility of the consumer discretionary
industry, offset by the company’s historical growth and
unique positions of its main product lines.
Price Target Media Quality Ranking is C+
Long-term Debt-to-capital, while over 60%, 18.4M in debt to
28.5M in current assets, seems excessive, though 16.1M of
that debt is in the form of Customer Deposits, which we
deducted and therefore gave TKAT a lower risk assessment.
Due to its exponential growth rate on earnings, in
conjunction to deducting Customer Deposits as a liability,
we gave the Company a C+ rank.
UPDATE: Price Target Media has raised its 2017 earnings
estimate to $0.62 per share from $0.55 based on recent
news released by TKAT on revenue and earnings growth.
In a conference call with investors on 9/28/16, Chief
Financial Officer Mr. Leslie Chow, stated that “transaction
buying and selling was 50 million units per day currently,
compared to 15 million in 2016. And that revenue was now
$1 billion a month compared to $2.3 billion for all of 2015.”
For that reason, PTM increased its earnings estimate in this
Updated Stock Report.
During the question and answer period of the call, an
investor asked if Takung Art Company Ltd planned on listing
to an exchange anytime soon, in which Mr. Chow said, “we
have begun active discussions with one of the major
exchanges to list.”
PTM looks for TKAT to announcing listing to an exchange
shortly. Once listed, we’re forecasting a dramatic increase
to trading volume and price.
At its current price level, if TKAT earns $.62 per share, it
would equate to P/E Ratio of 10.65X, which leaves room for
upside to as much as double the current price (see, Peer
Group, Tiffany & Co., page two, below for comparable).
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Sub-Industry: Specialized Consumer Services Peer Group*: Major Specialized Consumer Services

Peer Group

Symbol

Mkt Cap

Price

52-wk hi/lo

Beta

Yield
(%)

P/E
Ratio

Quality
Ranking

RoR (%)

LTD to
Cap (%)

Southeby’s

BID

2.24B

40.63

1.79

1.00

78.44

B-

3.9

66.4

Michael Kors Holdings

KORS

8.49B

50.21

0.08

NA

11.33

B

17.2

NA

Coach

COH

10.88B

38.99

0.55

3.47

23.63

C+

10.3

24.2

Tiffany & Co

TIF

9.2B

72.98

41.23 –
18.86
59.49 –
34.83
43.71 –
27.22
84.19 –
56.99

1.87

2.45

20.82

B-

11.1

19.5

NA- Not Applicable, *Peer Group selected for the specialized consumer services sector within U.S. major companies. Quality Ranking based on
Price Target Media ranking system, which should not be relied upon for investment decisions. Market Cap is in billions.

Price Target Media Quality Ranking
Numerous factors contribute to Quality Ranking, including earnings and revenue growth. However, other factors such as product
category served, or niche markets, are also considered. Quality Rankings are designed to capture the nature of a record for a
single symbol. It should be noted, however, that the process also takes into consideration certain adjustments and modifications
deemed desirable in establishing such rankings. The final score for each stock is measured against a scoring matrix determined by
analysis of the scores of a large and representative sample of stocks. The range of scores in the array of this sample has been
aligned with the following ladder of rankings:
A High
B to B+ Average to Above Average
C to C+ Below Average to Lower
D Lowest or in Reorganization
Risk Assessment
Risk assessments are based on the financial condition of a company at the time of a Report and take into consideration both the
Quality Ranking elements of analysis as well as the overall market, or sector, of a company being reported on and are not a basis
of analysis for investment. Assessment gauges the then-current outlook or likelihood, under a company’s then financial condition,
as to whether or not it can show improvement without additional stimulus, such as an infusion of capital or improving sales.
General Disclosure
Price Target Media, Inc. received no compensation from this company for this report. Nor has Takung Art Co Ltd. hired Price
Target Media in the prior twelve months for investor relations services.
Assumptions, opinions and estimates constitute our judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to change without
notice. This document may contain forward looking statements or forecasts, such statement or forecasts are not a reliable
indicator of future performance.
No content (including quality ratings, risk assessments, financial analyses and data, valuations, model, software or other
application or output therefrom) or any part thereof (Content) may be modified, reverse engineered, reproduced or distributed in
any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of Price Target Media or
its affiliates (collectively, PTM). The Content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. Price Target Media and
any third-party providers, as well as their directors, officers, shareholders, employees or agents (collectively Price Target Media
Parties) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. Price Target Media Parties are not
responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use of
the Content, or for the security or maintenance of any data input by the user. The Content is provided on an "as is" basis. Price
Target Media PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE
ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT'S FUNCTIONING WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH
ANY SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall Price Target Media Parties be liable to any party for any direct,
indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses
(including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by negligence) in connection with
any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
While Price Target Media has obtained information from sources it believes to be reliable, Price Target Media does not perform an
audit and undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of any information it receives. Price Target Media
discloses its sources of information (See, Key Statistics, Sources) which it assumes is accurate as of the date of a Report. Any
changes to those sources of information following the date of publication of a Report should not be considered a change to the
content, Quality Ranking or Risk Assessment, of a report on the date of publication.
Price Target Media Reports are not intended to be investment advice and do not constitute any form of invitation or inducement
by Price Target Media, Inc. to engage in investment activity. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the
purchase or sale of any security or other financial instrument. Securities, financial instruments or strategies mentioned herein may
not be suitable for all investors and this material is not intended for any specific investor and does not take into account an
investor's particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith,
are subject to change without notice, and are only current as of the stated date of their issue. Prices, values, or income from any
securities or investments mentioned in this report may fluctuate, and an investor may, upon selling an investment, lose a portion
of, or all of the principal amount invested. Where an investment is described as being likely to yield income, please note that the
amount of income that the investor will receive from such an investment may fluctuate. Where an investment or security is
denominated in a different currency to the investor's chosen currency, changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect
on the value, price or income of or from that investment to the investor. The information contained in Price Target Media Reports
does not constitute advice on the tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. Before acting on any
recommendation in this material, you should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and, if necessary,
seek professional advice. Additional information on a subject company may be available upon request. Price Target Media, Inc.
and its affiliates are not broker dealers registered with the FINRA. Therefore, Price Target Media Reports, or any portion thereof,
do not constitute a buy or sell opinion in securities.
Price Target Media’s Reports may be distributed in certain localities, countries and/or jurisdictions ("Territories") by independent
third parties or independent intermediaries and/or distributors (the "Intermediaries" or "Distributors"). Intermediaries are not
acting as agents or representatives of Price Target Media, Inc. In Territories where an Intermediary distributes Price Target Media
Reports, the Intermediary, and not Price Target Media, Inc. is solely responsible for complying with all applicable regulations, laws,
rules, circulars, codes and guidelines established by local and/or regional regulatory authorities, including laws in connection with
the distribution of third-party Reports, licensing requirements, supervisory and record keeping obligations that the Intermediary
may have under the applicable laws and regulations of the territories where it distributes the Reports. Each Report is not directed
to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state,
country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or
which would subject Price Target Media or its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirements in such jurisdiction. Each
Report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is not in a class qualified to receive
Reports (e.g., a qualified person and/or investor), as defined by the local laws or regulations in the country or jurisdiction where
the person is domiciled, a citizen or resident of, or the entity is legally registered or domiciled.
For residents of Canada: Canadian investors should be aware that any specific securities discussed in a Price Target Media Report
can only be purchased in Canada through a Canadian registered dealer and, if such securities are not available in the secondary
market, they can only be purchased by eligible private placement purchasers on a basis that is exempt from the prospectus
requirements of Canadian securities law and will be subject to resale restrictions. Information in Price Target Media Reports may
not be suitable or appropriate for Canadian investors.
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